
2-in-1 USB 2.0 A (SD+TF) Memory Card Reader Vention CLEB0 (b Ref: 6922794755826
2-in-1 USB 2.0 A (SD+TF) Memory Card Reader Vention CLEB0 (black)

2-in-1 USB 2.0 A Memory Card Reader (SD+TF) Vention CLEB0 (Black)
The Vention CLEB0 SD/TF card reader is not just a tool;  it’s your key to easily accessing your data. With it,  you can be sure that your
memory cards will  be read quickly and efficiently. It’s an invaluable convenience in everyday life. Discover a new quality of work with
data right now!
 
Exceptional User Comfort
This reader supports various types of cards, including Micro SD, Micro SDHC, Micro SDXC, SD, SDHC, and SDXC, making it ready for any
challenge.  Regardless  of  the  card  type,  you  can  be  sure  that  it  will  be  read.  For  those  who  need  a  lot  of  space,  the  Vention  device
supports cards with capacities up to 512 GB. Moreover, with an incredible data throughput of 480 Mbps, the Vention CLEB0 ensures quick
and reliable file transfer. 
 
Cross-Platform Compatibility
You don’t have to worry about what operating system you are using. The reader supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS, iOS, and Android OS,
making you flexible and ready for any situation. Thanks to its small size and a weight of only 8.6 g, the reader is easy to carry. Now you
can always have it with you!
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ManufacturerVentionModelCLEB0ColorBlackInterfaceUSB 2.0Slotsfor SD and TF cardsCompatible cardsMicro SD, Micro SDHC Micro SDXC,
SD,  SDHC,  SDXCMemory  card  capacity512  GBData  transfer480  MbpsCompatible  systemsWindows,  Linux,  Mac  OS,  iOS,  Android
OSWeight8.6 g

Preço:

Antes: € 5.0061

Agora: € 4.50

Acessórios para computadores, Leitores de cartões
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